
You can transform the circulation experience you offer
patrons, by providing a self-check kiosk specifically
designed to expedite material check-out and check-
in.  With a slim, unobtrusive and elegant appearance,
it is designed to easily integrate into your décor.  Built
for today's needs, it can read traditional library cards,
key fob barcodes and smartphone barcodes. 
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The Lyra Self Check kiosk uses a state-of-the-art,
cloud-based software, built on the latest
technologies. This kiosk allows patrons to check-
out and check-in, while also being able to renew
items without having the items in hand (from a
selectable list).  It is designed for barcode and RFID
sites.   The Lyra Self-Check Kiosk is fully compatible
with all common library systems, using a standard
SIP2 interface to connect with your ILS. 
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It comes in both standalone kiosk and a tabletop model. The standalone
model can be produced in any RAL colour allowing you to customize their
look to match your branding.  The desktop model occupies a footprint of
only 500 x 400 mm.  A silent fan-less PC unit and power supply all
converge in a single easily accessed plane.  The sleek acrylic surround
completes the contemporary aesthetic.  

The software is multilingual, supporting several languages, of which four
can be active at any onetime. All onscreen text can be customized, as well
as receipts.   And all text on screen and on receipts, can be modified by
the library with easy-to-use tools. In addition, the interface allows for
branding, allowing the library to display graphics to promote library and
community events and programs.

 Lyra's design emphasizes usability and ergonomics for patrons, as well as maintainability and ease of service
for library staff. With special attention being paid to appearance; the design is light, slim, and stylish.  All
hardware is integrated into the furniture, including the large 19” touchscreen (with the standalone kiosk, or
17" with the tabletop model), printer and RFID Antenna (optional). The barcode reader is mounted on a fully
positional bracket that covers the whole reading area. 


